The relationship between body fat and stature-adjusted weight indices was explored. Assuming the term height' is a valid indicator of a subject's lean body mass, heighplweight was shown to be an accurate measure of percentage lean body mass and, as such, a better predictor of percentage body fat than the traditional body mass index (BMI; weight/height'). The name, lean body mass index (LBMI), is proposed for the index height2/weight. These assumptions were confirmed empirically using the results from the Allied Dunbar National Fitness Survey (ADNFS). Using simple allometric modelling, the term heightp explained 74 % of the variance in lean body mass compared with less than 40 YO in body weight.
A number of studies have investigated the relationship between body fat and statureadjusted weight indices, often with the aim of obtaining a simple but meaningful index that identifies the overweight or obese members of the community. A comprehensive and succinct review of stature-adjusted weight indices is given by Cole (199 1) . Abdel-Malek et al. (1985) used weight and height to explain percentage body fat (BF %) with the following equation:
(1) where W is body weight and H is height.
When model (1) was fitted to 458 individuals of different age groups and sex, using nonlinear least squares, the authors concluded that the parameters m and k were common to all ages and both sexes (m = 1.2 and k = 3-3) but the constant c differed between the two sexes. Deurenburg et al. (1991) also related BF% to weight, height, age and sex although the terms weight and height were combined in the form of the body mass index (BMI, also known as Quktelet's index) BMI = W / H 2 . They used multiple linear regression analysis to fit an implied model, B F % = a+b, x ( W / H 2 ) + b, x age+b, x sex,
where sex was included as an indicator variable taking the values 0 and 1 for females and males respectively. Since these models are not based on any biological principles, they can only be thought of as convenient for the purposes of both statistical calculation and ease of measurement, and may, fortuitously, approximate to the real relationship between the variables involved. Garrow & Webster (1985) related total body fat (BF), weight and height with the following model, BF/H2 = b x ( W / H 2 )
MODELS BASED O N BIOLOGICAL PRINCIPLES
(3) There would appear to be a sound biological basis for their model if one starts with the equation, If we assume that LBM is more stature-related than body weight and can be approximated by LBM = c x H 2 (an assumption that will be validated later), then by substituting this expression in (4) we obtain, Hence, by dividing both sides of equation (5) by H 2 , we obtain the equation (3) assumed by Garrow & Webster (1985) with b = 1 and a = c.
As with Deurenberg et al. (1991) and Abdel-Malek et al. (1985) , most observers estimate BF% rather than record BF itself. Since BF = Wx BF%/100, equation (5) 
(4)
Rearranging equation (6), the appropriate model for BF YO becomes, Hence, rather than using the stature-adjusted weight index BMI to predict BF%, as assumed by most authors, model (7) would suggest the term H 2 / W as a predictor variable. Since BF Yo is (100 -LBM %), where LBM % denotes percentage lean body mass, equation (7) is simply restating the assumption that LBM = c x H 2 (as LBM YO = 100 x LBM/ W = 100 x c x H 2 / W ) . Acknowledging this relationship, we suggest the term H 2 / W, be referred to as the lean body mass index (LBMI).
VALIDATION U S I N G MEASUREMENTS FROM THE ALLIED D U N B A R NATIONAL FITNESS SURVEY
In the previous section it was suggested that there will be a stronger association between LBM and height than between body weight and height. As a consequence, theoretically, LBMI should be a better predictor of BF% than BMI. These assumptions need to be validated using a large representative data set, randomly drawn from a population, and the Allied Dunbar National Fitness Survey (1992; ADNFS) was ideal for this purpose. The survey selected 4316 subjects, aged 16 years and over, at random from thirty English parliamentary constituencies; each subject being interviewed by Office of Population Censuses and Surveys (OPCS) trained employees about their health, lifestyle and physical activity. Of these subjects, a sub-sample (n3024) took part in a physical appraisal that was conducted in one of three mobile laboratories in the thirty selected sites.
Estimates of BF YO, taken for the ADNFS, were determined using the methods of Durnin subscapular and supra-iliac. Other factors known to be associated with body fat and weight include the age and sex of the subject. The numbers of male and female subjects included in the subsequent analyses from different age groups are given in Table 1 .
STATURE-RELATED WEIGHT OR STATURE-RELATED LEAN B O D Y MASS?
Based on the work of QuCtelet (1869), the implicit allometric model relating weight and height would appear to be suggesting a linear relationship between log ( W ) and log ( H ) with generalization of this model, based on the term W / H P introduced by Benn be where p1 is chosen to suit best the population under study.
In line with Benn (1971), one might reasonably argue that the relationship between LBM and height can be generalized as follows :
(10) Nevi11 & Holder (1994) were able to offer reasons, other than for statistical convenience, why log-linear models are likely to be the most appropriate models for variables such as body weight and LBM. When both weight and LBM are plotted against height the vertical scatter of points is likely to expand as the variables increase in magnitude. This feature in data, clearly present in the results from the ADNFS (see Figs 1 and 2 respectively), is known as heteroscedasticity and contravenes an important assumption usually made in linear and non-linear regression, i.e. the error variation about the regression model should remain constant throughout the range of observations.
Fortunately, this characteristic of data can be accommodated by a log transformation of the dependent variable, provided the standard deviation of observations at a given value of the independent variable is proportional to the mean at that value.
The log-linear models implied by equations (9) and (10) maximize the log-likelihood function. The transformation will then provide residuals which best approximate to a normal distribution with constant variance. As expected, the transformation parameter required to maximize the log-likelihood function for both dependent variables, weight and LBM, was close to h = 0, implying the necessity of a log transformation and the appropriateness of the log-linear model and accompanying assumptions.
Having verified that the transformation parameter h is close to zero, the parameters in equations (1 1) and (12) can be fitted directly to the ADNFS data using linear least-squares. Allowing separate parameters to be fitted to each sex and age group, the model (1 1) relating body weight to height explained R2 393 % of the variation together with a standard error of 0.144 log (kg). However, the model (12) relating LBM to height explained R2 73-7 % of the variation together with a standard error of 0.101 log (kg). These statistics confirm the assumption that height is more strongly related to LBM than body weight. The estimates of the height exponent parameters p1 and pz taken from the fitted models (1 1) and (1 2), are given in Table 2 . The interpretation of these values will be considered in the discussion.
PREDICTING PERCENTAGE B O D Y F A T F R O M HEIGHT A N D WEIGHT
The proposition that LBMI may be, theoretically, a better predictor of BF YO than BMI may now be investigated using the BF% measurements from the ADNFS. The two possible models to consider are BF% = a,+b, x BMI+€.,,
where the residual errors el and c2 are normally distributed with constant variance.
To accommodate differences due to age and sex, both models were fitted, allowing for different constant parameters for each of the ten groups described in Table 1 . When model (1 3) was fitted, where BMI is used as a predictor variable, the solution explained R2 80.0 % of the variance (SE 3.52 BF %). This compares with R2 81.5 YO of the variance (SE 3.37 BF %) when BF Y was predicted using model (14) with LBMI as the predictor variable. Although the use of LBMI provides a marginally superior fit to the data, the real value of model (14) (a) BF% = 1.01 x BMI+0.11 x age+9.15 x sex-5.81 (b) BF Yo = 47.9 -0.069 x LBMI + 0.10 x age + 9.5 x sex Thus, even with the Deurenberg model formulation, LBMI is a better predictor of BF% than BMI. However, this formulation is less satisfactory than the fitted models (13) and (14). It is interesting to note that the above models (a) and (b) could be improved by incorporating an age2 term acknowledging the eventual decline in BF % with advancing years.
The error structure of the preferred model (b) for BF% was investigated using the methods of Box & Cox (1964) . The transformation parameter, required to maximize the log-likelihood function, was found to be h = 1.3 with a 95% confidence interval of A = 1.1-1.5. (Note that a value of h = 1 implies making no transformation of the dependent variable.) Hence, based on the ADNFS data, the assumption made by Abdel-Malek et aE. (1985) and Deurenberg et al. (1991) that BF% was normally distributed with constant variance was incorrect although not entirely unreasonable.
R2 75.7 (SE 3.82), R2 77.8 (SE 3.65). Cole (1991) recognized the distributional limitations of BMI when reviewing statureadjusted weight indices. He observed that the distribution of BMI was skewed, especially for children and young adults, and recommended that the index was transformed as either H 2 / W or H/W112, since these inverted indices were likely to be symmetric and approximately normally distributed. As anticipated, the distribution of BMI, taken from the results of the ADNFS, is positively skewed (see Fig. 3 ). In contrast, the distribution of LBMI was found to be both symmetric and bell shaped (see Fig. 4) .
D I S T R I B U T I O N A L PROPERTIES OF T H E BMI A N D LBMI
A test of normality was conducted on BMI and LBMI using the probability plot correlation test for normality (Filleben, 1975) as implemented in MINITAB (1989) . The correlation between the ordered BMI scores and the corresponding normal equivalent deviates was found to be r0.977, suggesting that BMI deviated considerably from a normal distribution (P < 0.001). When the ordered LBMI scores were correlated with the corresponding normal equivalent deviates, the correlation was found to be r 0-999, indicating that LBMI was approximately normally distributed. Even when the scores were subdivided according to age and sex, the probability plot correlation test confirmed that LBMI remained approximately normally distributed within each sub-group. This has important implications for tests of significance such as the t test, ANOVA and regression analysis when applied to BMI. As such procedures are only valid for normally distributed measurements, their use on BMI must be questionable. However, if LBMI is used instead of BMI, no such problem arises. The centiles of LBMI, taken from the ADNFS, have been calculated and are presented in Table 3 . A convenient and fairly accurate approximation to a normal range for LBMI would therefore appear to be 300-500 with a median value of 400. Variation between males and females in LBMI is minimal. (Note that the number of subjects given in Table 3 differs from those given in Table 1 ; the ages of subjects in Table 1 -----+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---- For many years stature-adjusted weight indices have been studied since it was assumed that such indices would help identify the overweight or obese members of the community. The majority consensus from such studies (e.g. Cole, 1991 and Garrow & Webster, 1985) was that the BMI (QuCtelet's index) was the best stature-adjusted weight index available. However, if we assume that LBM is more stature-related than body weight, then theoretically, based on simple biological principles, a better linear model (7) to predict BF % was shown to involve LBMI = H2/ W rather than the traditionally adopted BMI = W / H 2 . Because the model (7) is based on biological principles, it might be expected to be applicable over a wider range than an empirically derived model. The above assumptions were validated, empirically, using the results from ADNFS (1992). First, when both LBM and weight were modelled, using the allometric model Y = c x HP, the predictor height ( H ) accounted for 73-7 % of the variation in LBM compared with only 393% of the variation in body weight. Both models show a very similar pattern of parameter estimates with the height exponent close to p = 2 for both the male subjects and female subjects aged 16-54 years. However, in the last decade, from 55 to 64 years, the female height parameter appears to be considerably less than 2, possibly reflecting events such as the menopause and associated Ca depletion. Hence, with the possible exception of female subjects aged 55 years and over, these findings support the proposition that H 2 will reflect accurately the subjects' LBM and, therefore, the H 2 / W value will correlate highly with LBMYo.
The second assumption, that LBMI was theoretically a better predictor of BF YO, was confirmed empirically when both BMI and LBMI were used to predict the estimates of BF YO taken from the ADNFS. Acknowledging the limitations of estimating BF Y using the methods of Durnin & Womersley (1974) , the predictor LBMI explained 1 3 percentage points more of the variance in the BF YO measurements than the traditional BMI ratio. The analysis identified the expected sex difference in BF YO between male and female subjects, together with the expected increase with age.
These findings were incorporated into regression models, originally proposed by Deurenberg et ai. (1991) . The model incorporating LBMI provided the better solution that explained over 2 more percentage points of the variance in BF YO than the model originally proposed by Deurenberg et al. (1991) . This supports the proposition that LBMI is a more accurate measure of BF % but confirms the necessity that it must be subtracted from a large positive constant rather than being inverted to best reflect BF %.
Further support for LBMI comes from Cole (1991) when reviewing stature-adjusted weight indices to identify the underweight, overweight and obese. Cole observed that the distribution of BMI is skewed, especially in children and young adults. For this reason he suggested transforming the index to either H a / W or H/ W1", since these indices were more likely to be close to the normal distribution, a finding that was confirmed using the data from the ADNFS. Hence, not only does LBMI have a sound biological interpretation as a measure of LBMYo, but its distribution will be a better approximation to a normal distribution than BMI for subsequent statistical analyses, e.g. investigating categorical differences such as social class or ethnic origin. Clearly, by analysing the index H2/ W the overweight will be identified simply by observing the groups with low measurements of the index, implying a low LBM YO and therefore indicating a high BF O/O. An easily memorized approximation to a normal range for LBMI would be 30G500 with a median value of 400 when height and weight are measured in centimetres and kilograms respectively.
